Notes for book reviewers

*International Affairs* is committed to excellence in scholarship and accessibility in style, combining policy relevance with an academic, in-depth analytical approach to contemporary world politics. Published by Wiley-Blackwell six times a year, up to 40 books are reviewed in each issue of the journal. The journal seeks to attract authoritative contributors who have something new and original to say about topics that matter. It avoids technical jargon and presents complex issues in a straightforward way.

**General aims:** A book review should inform the reader of the book’s content and its quality. It is important that the review is more than just a summary of the subject matter, and that it is placed in the overall context of its field. Criticism is healthy, provided that it is well supported. If you think that the book is not worth reviewing for one reason or another, please contact the Commissioning Editor. Also, if you are a colleague of the author of the book to be reviewed, or feel that for any other reason it would be inappropriate for you to review the book, please alert the Commissioning Editor immediately and, if possible, you will be given another book to review.

**Length:** Book reviews should usually be 600–800 words long. A review of two books should be approximately 700–900. This should serve as a guide and is negotiable with the Commissioning Editor.

**Language:** Reviews should be written in accordance with the journal’s house style, which is detailed in a separate document (please ask the Commissioning Editor for a copy).

**References and abbreviations:** Please provide full details of the book you are reviewing in the following order:

Title of book; Author; Translator if applicable; Place of publication; Publisher; Date; pp; Index; Price; ISBN-13; e-book availability.

All quotations should be supported by a page reference. Abbreviations should be spelled out in full in the first instance. Please do not use footnotes and, when referring to other books, please include the book’s author(s), title, publisher and date of publication. When referring to a person, please state their name in full in the first instance and do not use titles in the review.

**Book review categories:** You are welcome to suggest in which category you think your review should be included. Categories are:

- International Relations theory;
- International organization, law and ethics;
- Conflict, security and defence;
- Governance, civil society and cultural politics;
- Political economy, economics and development;
- Energy, environment and global health;
- International history;
- Europe;
- Russia and Eurasia;
- Middle East and North Africa;
- Sub-Saharan Africa;
- South Asia;
- East Asia and Pacific;
- North America;
Latin America and Caribbean.

**Proofs and publication:** Reviews are commissioned 6–8 weeks before publication. The deadline for review will allow enough time for proofs to be sent to you. We are not able to offer any payment for reviews, but you do, of course, keep the book you are reviewing and will receive a complimentary copy of the journal in which your review appears.

**Copyright licence:** Reviewers are required by Wiley-Blackwell to sign an Exclusive License Form (ELF) before a review can be published. Forms will be provided by the Commissioning Editor. We accept hard, faxed or scanned copies of the form.

**Book requests:** If you are interested in reviewing a forthcoming or recently published book, please contact the Commissioning Editor. We cannot guarantee that offers to review particularly significant books will be successful, but provided the book is topical, current and interesting from an IR perspective, we are usually able to meet your requests.

**Submission:** Please email the review as a Word attachment to: kcsortea@chathamhouse.org

**Return of books:** If you find that, for whatever reason, you will not be able to submit your review after all, please return the book to the Commissioning Editor so that another reviewer can be found for it. In the past, important books have not been covered as reviewers have kept their copies and not produced their review. It is also important to appreciate the interests of publishers, who, in future, may not be willing to send out copies free of charge if a review does not appear in the journal.

If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact Krisztina Csortea, Book Reviews Editor. Email: kcsortea@chathamhouse.org telephone: +44 (0) 20 73143 728.